Introduction
============

In recent years, the incidence of respiratory system diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, bronchitis and asthma tend to rise gradually due to the atmosphere contamination, for instance, frequent haze [@B1]. Respiratory disease is now listed as one of the leading causes of death of domestic residents according to statistics from the*National Health Bureau* [@B2]. In 2015, the death rate due to respiratory system diseases was 7.336 and 7.996 per one thousand people among urban and rural domestic residents respectively [@B3]. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} is the crude death rates caused by some main diseases in domestic city and rural, which indicates that the respiratory disease is non-negligible and noteworthy. It is meaningful to research on lung diseases to prevent death and promote treatment and clinical level [@B4],[@B5].

With the increasing incidence of respiratory system diseases [@B6], more attention is being paid on the harmless diagnosis method based on analysis of lung sounds which contains abundant information on lung condition. However, conventional auscultation of lung sounds has a very limited usage because of the limitation of information it can obtain, its dependence on physician\'s experience, and its high rate of misdiagnosis. Therefore, it will be helpful to develop an efficient method to recognize lung sounds and to diagnose related diseases based on the analysis of the more informative lung sounds data collected by electronic stethoscope and develop an efficient way to recognize lung sounds and its related diseases [@B7],[@B8]. During diagnosis process, it is helpful for accurately judging characteristic vectors and determining disease reasons to de-noise lung sounds and abstract vibration frequency, sound waves amplitude and amplitude gradient [@B9]-[@B12].

The classification of lung sounds could be dated back in 1819 when Leannec published *Indirect Auscultation* sorting it into five kinds. With more researches on its classification there came various supplement and modification on lung sound categories [@B13]-[@B19]. Taking health condition into consideration, lung sounds are mainly classified into three types: normal, abnormal and adventitious [@B20],[@B21]. Normal lung sound is mainly generated from the airflow through principle bronchi, bronchiole and lung in the respiratory system [@B22]. The abnormal and the adventitious lung sounds are produced when there exist problems or something unfit in human body. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the lung sound categories in detail [@B23].

The normal lung sounds primarily include three categories: vesicular breathing sound, bronchial breathing sound and tracheal sound. The abnormal lung sounds consists of weaken and vanished sound, prolongement expiratoire and tubular breathing sound. In 1985, adventitious sounds, a kind of additional noise in periodic signal [@B24], was principally identified by*The 10th International Respiratory Voice Association* as: coarse crackle, fine crackle, wheeze, and rhonchus. Coarse crackle is discontinuous sound called moist rale while the others are continuous sound called dry rale. There are also some other lung sounds, chest rubs for instance.

For a long time there have been a lot of researches on lung sounds and its pathologic causes [@B25]-[@B27]~.~ The common coarse crackles in patients with pulmonary interstitial fibrosis, bronchiectasis and chronic bronchitis last for about 5s [@B7],[@B28]. Coarse crackles symptoms are shown as inflammation, such as pneumonia, pulmonary congestion, early pulmonary edema, bronchitis, alveolar inflammation and other diseases. Wheeze is usually associated with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease such as bronchial asthma and cystic fibrosis. Rhnochus with the frequency about 200Hz or below is mainly caused by bronchitis [@B29],[@B30]. Certainly accurate judgment of pathological features is also limited by subjective factors from auscultation physicians and passive factors from patients [@B31],[@B32]. It is possible to provide efficient method for lung sounds analysis through frequency analysis [@B33].

Yao et al. combined with wavelet analysis and genetic neural network method for statistical characteristic extraction and classifier design to distinguish lung sounds category whose recognition accuracy was 89% [@B29]. Through wavelet packet transformation, Lee et al. improved recognition accuracy of lung sounds in high frequency ranges and improved detection and analysis accuracy of lung sounds [@B34].

Considering the significance of research on lung sounds, we summarize lung sounds categories and their related diseases. In addition, it is more efficient for lung sounds analysis through frequency analysis because that accurate clinic judgment is limited by subjective factors from auscultation physicians and passive factors from patients. In this paper, we use wavelet transform to decompose lung sounds and identify lung sounds (dry rale and moist rale) according to characterization of lung diseases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the whole process of lung sound recognition in this study. Section 3 introduces the basic principle of wavelet transform, linear discriminant and BP neural network, which are used in the lung sound recognition process. In Section 4, we use wavelet transform to decompose lung sounds and linear discriminant to reduce space dimension so that appropriate vectors can be gotten for the process of recognition. In section 5, experiment based on BP neural network are tried to identify lung sounds (dry rales and moist rale) according to characterization of lung diseases, and the recognition accuracy of the data after LDA can reach 92.5%. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6 by summarizing the process of the algorithm and proving the validity by comparing the result with other researchers.

Lung sound recognition process
==============================

In the early days of lung sound researches, acquisition technology was the key focus, pneumatic sensor for instance [@B35]. With the development of computer and electronic, lung sounds could be recorded and change its form from analog signal to digital signal. Electronic stethoscope is popular these years for its advantage of high sensitivity, high magnification, superior resistance to distortion and simple analysis [@B36]. Bluetooth technologies can achieve recording data transmitting to computer in real-time, sharing specialist consultation online for remote diagnosis. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is lung sound processing structure diagram in whole composed by data acquisition, lung sound acquisition, pre-processing, and characteristic extraction, classify design and model recognition. The lung sounds collection part is consist of 3M electronic stethoscope and detecting lung sounds in lung and other organ location could achieve lung sounds collection. Then using wavelet de-noising and wavelet transform could extract characteristic values. Through transforming reconstructed signals and linear discriminant analysis, it is helpful to reduce characteristic vector dimension for better recognition effect. Finally we deal with lung sounds recognition through BP neural network.

Wavelet transform, LDA and BP neural network
============================================

Wavelet transform
-----------------

Wavelet transform is a new transform analysis method. It inherits and develops localization idea of short-time Fourier transform and overcomes the shortcomings, the window size does not change when frequency changes while wavelet transform could provide the changeable time-frequency window for instance. While wavelet transform could guarantee the resolution of frequency domain in the high-frequency band and the resolution of time domain in the low-frequency band with the changeable time-frequency window. This means a multi-resolution method allowing for the coarse to precise resolution in frequency and time domain can be used in this research, which provides enough information of the lung sound signal. Main feature of wavelet transform is that it could fully highlight characteristics of certain aspects and analyze localization of frequency. Time subdivision in high-frequency and time coarse-division in low-frequency could be achieved through extend-shift operation of signal, which could automatically adapt to requirements of time-frequency signal analysis and focus on any signal details.

For integrable signal f(x), its continuous wavelet transform is shown as formulas (1) and (2) with energy conservation of base functions shown as formula (3):

The scale factor a, the time-shift factor b and the time t are all continuous variables, and WTx(a,b) is a function between a and b. The time-shift factor b determines time location of analysis signal x(t), and scale factor a achieves fundamental wavelet extension. Continuous wavelet transform analyzes the signal with a series of odds functions with changeable width.

In order to adapt to computer\'s signal processing, it is necessary to discretize wavelet transform. For a wavelet obtained by taking the value of integer power of 2 as a, it is conventionally called \'dyadic\' wavelet, that is a=2^j^, b=k·2^j^ (m,k∈Z). The computer usually uses dyadic wavelet transform to decompose signal many times in order to obtain signal reconstructed signals in multiple frequency segments.

When analyzing high-frequency components, wavelet transform corresponds to fast-changing component of time-domain signal. In this situation, time-domain resolution is required to meet requirement of fast-changing component spacing, and frequency resolution requirement can be easier. However when analyzing low-frequency components, wavelet transform corresponds to slow-changing component of signal. In this situation, frequency-domain resolution is required to be better while time-domain resolution is required to be easier and center frequency of signal analysis should be moved to low-frequency position. Wavelet transform, which is known as \'mathematical microscope\' of signal analysis, possesses a constant Q nature, automatic adjustment of time width and bandwidth and a series of advantages.

Coieflet wavelet is a kind of typical wavelet decomposition and reconstruction algorithm. The initial signal f(t) can be expressed by formula (4) where t=0,1,...,N-1; N is the sampling number; h and g are reconstructed signals of low-pass and high-pass filters; A~j,k~ and D~j,k~ represent reconstructed signals of signal f(t) in layer j in low-frequency and high-frequency respectively.

The initial signal f(t) can be reconstructed by formula (5):

Linear discrimination analysis
------------------------------

Linear discriminant analysis, which is to use the known category information to project training sample to the vector space that is most conducive to identification, could achieve the effect of simplifying spatial dimension. The training samples have minimum-in-cluster-distance and maximum-between-cluster-distance in the space after projection, that is different samples own the best separability in space [@B37]. We set X=(x~1~,x~2~,\...,x~N~),(xi∈RD, i=1,2,\...,N). N is training samples number, c is sample classes number and ni is number of training samples of class i, then in-cluster divergence matrix S~w~ and between-cluster divergence Sb are shown as formulas (6-7):

The LDA based on the Fisher criterion is to find the optimal projection matrix W as J(W~opt~) where u~i~ represents sample mean of class i and u is all samples mean. The optimal projection matrix W can be obtained from the generalized eigenvector shown as formulas (8-9).

The optimal projection matrix W can be obtained by formula (10) where W=\[ω~1~, ω~2~,...,ω~d~\] and d∈ \[1, c-1\] which has no relationship with samples dimension:

BP neural network
-----------------

BP neural network substantially is an information dealing system which is inter-connected with plentiful artificial neurons that are simple information dealing unit. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} is the neural network model.

x~j~ (j=1, 2, \...N) is input signal of neuron i, w~ij~ is connection weight, θ~i~ is threshold value of neuron, f is excitation function (also called action function), v~i~ is output value in first layer after adjustment, and y~i~ is output value of neural network. They are shown as the formulas (11-12) below:

f excitation function is consist of linear function, sesquilinear function and sigmoid function, and segmented function and others.

Learning algorithm of neural network requires good accuracy and convergence. Connection weights and threshold value obtain constant correction in learning process when using training samples for training. After this a better output (expected value) could be reached. The rules of learning algorithm are:Related rule: It denpens on excitation strength of connections between nodes to adjust network weights. And network weight correction formula (13) is based on Hebb learning rule where u~i~ and u~j~ are excitation values of node *i* and *j* respectively.

Correction rule: It denpens on error between output value and expected value to correct network weights. δ~i~ is defined as output error of the node i, u~j~ is excitation value of node j and η is learning efficiency.

Non-tutor learning rule: There is an automatically adjustment adapted to network weights in learning process. The most basic one is Hebb learning rule, that is, if the neurons u~i~ receives output value of another neuron u~j~, weight ω~ij~ from u~i~ to u~j~ is increased once both neurons get excited.

In other words BP neural network is the neural network with multi-layer feedforward, and error back propagation algorithm is its core learning ide. There are inter connection between input layer and hidden layer, hidden layer and each node of output layer. And the connection is one-way communication without any connection between neurons. Besides, its neuron function is S-type function. BP neural network corrects network weight and carry out training through gradient descent algorithm by which BP network output error could achieve the minimum effect. The BP network structure is shown in figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

The BP algorithm can be described as below. At the beginning of the algorithm, the system will randomly select a network weight ranging between \[-1,+1\] to train for the purpose to reduce output er1ror. Then we use training set to train network where system will correct network weight if there is a great error between output value and expected output, and this is done through the back propagation algorithm. The error will slowly be converged and training process will make good or bad assessment on network through convergence speed. A certain network domain value and weight, which is the group with the smallest error between output and expected value, can be obtained by constantly modifying and substituting, and thus the optimal structure of the neural network is formed. The design of network structure and training samples is the two most important designs of BP neural network. Let\'s take a look at the design method:

### Network data information capacity and training samples

The recognition ability is of tightness with its data information capacity. If N~ω~ is used to represent network weight and threshold, then training sample number*ρ* and training error ε can be expressed by the following formula:

However practically training samples number could hardly achieve the requirement above. But N~ω~ is proportional to input feature dimension. Therefore, it is known that characteristic vectors should be reduced when samples number is finite in order to reduce N~ω~.

### Preparation (data acquisition and analysis and variable selection, etc.)

#### Selection and expression of outputs and inputs

Input is target signal characteristic and output is recognition target. In short, there are three kinds of recognition of lung sounds, so lung sounds category will display BP neural network output in the coding form.

#### Design of training set

The recognition performance is of tightness with its training set samples, so sample quality is of great significance. Besides, identified results can be more close to nature with more samples. However samples number is not the more the better. If samples number is too large, it would inevitably results in the decrease of recognition efficiency, so it is necessary to consider the actual situation under integrated balance between samples number and recognition efficiency. In algorithm we should cross the input with same kind of samples, so neural network can make mean for projection of all samples.

### Initial weight and threshold values settings

It is needed to set initial network weight if you want to make transformation function of neurons in sensitive region, which improves speed of learning and convergence.

### Structure design of BP neural network

Training samples can determine its layer nodes of input and output in target classification. Moreover, the normal actual classification problem generally adopts to neural network with three layers. It can be described on the number between input layer neurons N~1~ and hidden layer neurons N~2~ by the following formula:

### Network training and test

Because training function is a kind of gradient descent algorithm, so it can be used for network training. Repeated corrections on weights and threshold could reduce error between final output value and expected value as far as possible. After completion of network training we can start with samples to test samples output values.

Simple structure and convenient operability is the advantage of BP neural network, although there are disadvantages such as slow learning convergence and that the network is very likely to fall into local minimum point. But these advantages do not affect that it is the most commonly used signals and the classification tool of image recognition. The error function can be obtained by formula (17) where i is the number of output categories and *S* is output value:

Wavelet decomposition and feature extraction
============================================

Wavelet decomposition
---------------------

In the field of lung sounds research, there is no general large-scale database available. The data set used in this paper is from lung sounds database collected and constructed from the hospital. The lung sounds signal was collected by 3M Littmann digital electronic stethoscope with a sampling frequency of 4000 Hz. And lung sounds data were collected and analyzed by professional doctors. When collecting data, lung sounds data last for about 30 seconds could be collected. There are 64 typical cases of 6 normal lung sounds, 29 dry rales and 29 moist rales.

Both the references [@B39],[@B40] below point out that the frequency both of dry rales and moist rales is higher than 100Hz. So we set the high-pass filter with the initial frequency of 100Hz to eliminate the noise which has lower frequency bands than the sound signals. However, the filtered signal still contains a part of heart sounds component and lung sounds and heart sounds are highly coincident in some frequency. Through threshold method [@B41], we use reconstructed signals obtained by wavelet transform to remove heart sounds interference, and get purer lung sounds signal reconstructed signals. And then we reconstruct wavelet signal for a purer lung sounds signal. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows waveforms of dry rales (left three groups) and moist rales (right three groups) after de-noising. It can be seen from figure that dry rales are more dispersed than moist rales. And dry rales\' duration is longer and frequency is higher.

The frequency of lung sounds is mainly concentrated at 100\~2000Hz [@B42]. According to sampling frequency of Nyquist sampling theorem, the sampling frequency of experimental signal is set as 4000Hz. It is observed that lung sounds signal frequency above 1000 Hz is scarcely ever so frequency needed to be analyzed could be set at 100\~1000 Hz. In this paper, we use coif2 wavelet to decompose signal by five layers. The process is as follows: In the first decomposed layer, the initial signal frequency ranges from 0 to 2000Hz, and low frequency reconstructed signals A~1~ with 0\~1000Hz frequency and high frequency reconstructed signals D~1~ with 1000\~2000Hz frequency are obtained after decomposition. In the second decomposed layer, and low frequency reconstructed signals A~2~ with 0\~500Hz frequency and high frequency reconstructed signals D~2~ with 500\~1000Hz frequency are obtained after decomposition of the first layer. And so on, low-frequency reconstructed signals A~5~ with 0\~63Hz frequency and high-frequency reconstructed signals D~5~ with 63\~125Hz frequency are obtained by the fifth layer decomposition. In this situation, the frequency band is small enough for no longer decomposition. The frequency range of each layer is shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} where A~i~ and D~i~ denote low and high frequency band of layer i wavelet decomposition respectively. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the reconstructed signals frequency range after coif2 wavelet decomposition of five layers.

Low frequency part of wavelet decomposition signal in each layer is further decomposed into two parts of high frequency and low frequency parts, where high frequency part is no longer decomposed. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows wavelet decomposition construction of five layers.

For thresholds selection, there are various proposals for its choice including soft and hard thresholding, and thresholds that are fixed in advance or chosen level by level from an empirical optimality criterion [@B43]. For the consideration of that other methods may lose some information because of smooth de-noised signal, layered thresholds are selected as shown in formula (18).

In conjunction with soft threshold and Gaussian white noise, this threshold choice (VisuShrink) generally produces noise-free reconstructions [@B43], sometimes at cost of shrinkage of genuine features. After decomposition, lung sounds signals can be reconstructed by formula (19).

Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\~9 show waveforms of normal lung sounds, dry rales and moist rales before and after de-noising, where blue and red line represent signal curve before and after wavelet de-noising. Compared to signal before dealing (blue curve), the de-noised signal (red curve), which is relatively purer lung sounds, remove high-frequency details with 1000\~2000Hz frequency and low-frequency approximations with 0\~63Hz frequency.

Figures [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}\~12 are approximation reconstructed signals and detail reconstructed signals in five layers from normal lung sounds, dry rales and moist rales. It can be seen that approximation detail reconstructed signals of dry rales signal exist sudden increase near the 1.6s, while reconstructed signals of moist rales exist sudden increase near the 0.8s.

Feature extraction and linear discriminant method
-------------------------------------------------

The traditional sound features are mainly short-term energy, short-term average amplitude, zero-crossing rate, fundamental sound, etc., in which short-term energy, short-term average amplitude and zero-crossing rate are time-domain characteristics and fundamental sound is mainly used in sound recognition. With the development of sound classification and recognition, more sound characteristic parameters, which includes Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coding (LPCC), Linear Spectrum Pair (LSP), formant frequency, Mel frequency Cepstral Coefficents (MFCC) and its dynamic parameters, are more and more widely used in sound data analysis. In recent years, wavelet analysis has some applications in sound feature extraction, and sound feature extraction based on depth learning is also a hot topic in current research.

### Normalized reconstructed wavelet energy

The original signal is decomposed and reconstructed to realize the separation of different frequency components. However, reconstructed signals are still high-dimensional data, and the reconstructed signals of different layers have different dimensions which cannot be used to directly represent signal characteristics.

Lung sounds of different types, which have different acoustic characteristics, should have different energy distributions over the entire frequency range. The normalized reconstructed signals are exactly the representation in specific frequency range of time domain signals. Therefore, reconstructed signals energy of each layer can be calculated as the frequency characteristic. The energy E~i~ corresponds to reconstructed signals Di of layer i shown in formula (20). And the normalized reconstructed signals energy is shown in formula (21).

Where n is the dimension of D~i~, m is the dimension of E~i~,D~i,j~ is the element j of D~i~, *E~i~* is reconstructed signals energy and *E~Ni~* is normalized reconstructed signals energy. EA1\~EA5 represent normalized approximation energy of reconstructed signals of 1\~5 layers, and ED1\~ED5 represent normalized detail energy of reconstructed signals of 1\~5 layers. Through these normalized energy values, 19 groups of normalized wavelet approximation and detail energy of sounds could be obtained.

### Linear discriminant analysis

In order to reflect more essential data characteristics under the condition that eigenvectors are overmuch, we choose linear discriminant analysis to analyze 10-dimensional eigenvectors to find appropriate dimension for the effect of reducing space dimension. Linear discriminant analysis, which is to use the known category information to project training sample to the vector space that is most conducive to identification, could achieve the effect of simplifying spatial dimension. The training samples have minimum-in-cluster-distance and maximum-between-cluster-distance in the space after projection, that is different samples own the best separability in space.

Figure [12](#F12){ref-type="fig"} shows the reconstructed signals energy values which have not been normalized, that is, 10-dimensional characteristic parameters line graph of data of 19 groups. In this figure, the blue lines represent the normal lung sounds, black lines is on behalf of dry rales and red lines is on behalf of moist rales. These sounds are of some overlap in energy. Maybe it is because that the doctor gets some misjudgments when auscultating with data exported by 3M software or some other reasons. But most of the normal lung sounds energy are concentrated in 200\~700Hz, dry rales are concentrated in 180\~450Hz and moist rales are concentrated in 80-260Hz.

We used formula (21) to normalize the reconstructed signals energy corresponding to reconstructed signals energy values percentages. Then we use linear discriminant analysis to reduce dimension of previous 10-dimensional eigenvector by normalized typical function discriminant. And the following optimal four-dimensional eigenvectors are obtained: the approximation energy values 1 and 4 and the detail energy values 1 and 5. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} is a linear discriminant optimal coefficients plot. Therefore, the analyzing data select EA1, EA2, EA5 and ED1 for further pattern recognition.

Experiment with BP neural network
=================================

With characteristic parameters after dimensionality deduction, the next pattern recognition and classification design of BP neural network can be carried on. Input values are set as 4 characteristic parameters, output values are set as 1\~3 representing the normal lung sounds, dry rales and moist rales respectively. There are data of 64 groups where training data is 58 groups, conformed data is 3 groups and test data is 3 groups. Data distribution is random set inside neural network and data percentage can be adjusted. Figure [14](#F14){ref-type="fig"} is values setting of BP neural network including data percentage distribution and number of hidden layers.

The number of training samples is 58 and the number of test samples and validation samples are both 3 (6 normal sounds groups, 29 dry rales groups and 29 moist rales groups). The hidden layers number is 100; learning rate is 0.1; allowable error is 0.01. While Yao et al. combined with wavelet analysis and genetic neural network method for statistical characteristic extraction and classifier design to distinguish lung sounds category whose recognition accuracy was 89% [@B27].

The recognition accuracy is determined by the average of more than 10 trainings. As for reconstructed signals energy data without LDA, the final recognition accuracy is 82.5% while the recognition accuracy of the data after LDA is higher as 92.5%. From this point, it can be concluded that the linear discrimination analysis shows its fine performance on dimensionality reduction of lung sound characteristic vector.

Conclusion
==========

Combined with wavelet transform, linear discriminant analysis and BP neural network, we carry out multi-layers decomposition of lung sounds, and then it is well verified by lung sounds categories recognition with a recognition of 92.5% compared to the accuracy as 82.5% without LDA method.

Through wavelet transform, the analysis of lung sounds on frequency bands and different time positions is achieved. And we achieve the noise reduction of lung sounds with wavelet transform through which lung sounds are easier to be listened and distinguished by the professional doctors.

After linear discriminant analysis, we could achieve the dimensional deduction and data visualization under practical samples number. During this method, accuracy of training set sample characteristics and distribution will affect recognition results. It is a focus in future research on how to ensure that eigenvector contains more complete information of lung sounds before dimension reduction, and how to prevent the phenomenon of over-training and under-training.

The advantages of lung sound recognition through BP neural network are that training algorithm is relatively simple, and it is better to use reverse calculation of weight and fixed with gradient descent method. Through BP neural network, training learning speed is faster but the demand on samples is higher and it is easier to get into local small value. In addition, lung sounds recognition accuracy of our method as 92.5% is better than Yao et al.\'s which is comparatively lower as 89%.
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###### 

Lung sound categories

  Lung Sounds                                                                                    
  ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  **Normal**         Vesicular sound, tracheal sound, bronchial sound                            
  **Abnormal**       Weaken, vanished sound, prolongement expiratoire, tubular breathing sound   
  **Adventitious**   Coarse crackles                                                             Discontinuous sound (Moist rale)
  Fine crackles                                                                                  
  Wheezes            Continuous sound (Dry rale)                                                 
  Rhnochus                                                                                       
  **Others**         Chest rubs, etc.                                                            

###### 

Reconstructed signals Frequency Range of five-layers Decomposition

  Layers number (i)   A~i~        D~i~
  ------------------- ----------- --------------
  1                   0\~1000Hz   1000\~2000Hz
  2                   0\~500Hz    500\~1000Hz
  3                   0\~250Hz    250\~500Hz
  4                   0\~125Hz    125\~250Hz
  5                   0\~63Hz     63\~125Hz

###### 

Optimal standardized coefficients of typical discriminant function

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
  \          \             Bootstrap                                 
  Function   Coefficient                                             
  ---------- ------------- ----------- --------- --------- --------- --------
  EA1        1             19.343      -12.878   13.717    -23.790   25.449

  2          -2.005        -.316       7.175     -21.021   11.878    

  EA2        1             -18.841     9.243     12.957    -25.545   19.584

  2          1.637         1.683       7.244     -9.776    22.574    

  EA5        1             -.154       .345      1.150     -.529     3.052

  2          -.407         .659        1.174     -2.313    2.687     

  ED1        1             .168        -.171     .310      -.793     .620

  2          1.003         -.447       1.004     -1.209    2.504     
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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